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Press Release Summary: Superbreak has revealed the details of a 
new winter deal for those wishing to enjoy the sights of Edinburgh 
without breaking the bank  

Press Release Body: Superbreak, the UK based market leader for short 
breaks, has revealed a new winter deal, offering people the chance to visit 
Edinburgh and enjoy a number of attractions at no cost. 

Superbreak's 'Edinburgh for Less' campaign offers free admission to one 
of the Scottish capital's famous attractions to anyone booking a two night 
stay from a choice of ten hotels in 
Edinburgh.  

Among the attractions that Superbreak 
customers visiting Edinburgh can enjoy 
for free is the Palace of Holyroodhouse, 
the Queen's official residence in 
Scotland. Successive kings and queens 
have made the Palace of Holyroodhouse 
the premier royal residence in Scotland 
and today, the Palace is the setting for 
State ceremonies and entertaining, 
while offering a fascinating glimpse into 
Scotland's royal history. 

In a similar vein, the Royal Yacht Britannia can also be visited at no cost to 
Superbreak guests. This magnificent ship has played host to some of the 
most famous people in the world and was home to Her Majesty the Queen 
and the Royal Family. 



Those wishing to enjoy a Christmas theatre break during their time in 
Edinburgh can enjoy "The Witches of Eastwick" at the Playhouse, starring 
former Wet Wet Wet star Marti Pellow. Set in the small town of Eastwick, this 
exciting musical boasts a fantastic score and wonderfully choreographed 
numbers and can be seen for free during the festive season by those who 
booked an Edinburgh short break with Superbreak. 

The Edinburgh Dungeon can also be visited for free by those booking with 
Superbreak. Live actors, shows, a spooky ride and interactive special effects 
help transport visitors back to some of the darkest moments in Scottish 
history in this unique experience. 

Those wishing to compare Edinburgh's Old Town to the elegant Georgian New 
Town can enjoy a free tour on one of Edinburgh's sightseeing buses, which 
also allows guests to travel the length of the Royal Mile, from Edinburgh 
Castle to Holyroodhouse.  

Superbreak's 'Edinburgh for Less' campaign is available until the 
29th of Februrary. 

About Superbreak: 
Superbreak is the internet division of Superbreak Mini Holidays Limited, the 
market leader for short breaks and hotels and throughout the UK. 
Superbreak is part of Holiday Break plc, a publicly quoted leisure company 
whose share price can be found in most major UK newspapers, or at 
Holidaybreak.com. 

Based in York, England, Superbreak specialises in booking 2-5 star hotels in 
London and throughout Britain for the leisure traveller. Superbreak holds 
allocations of rooms at all hotels and can make bookings up to and on the 
day of departure. 

Today over 1.5 million customers enjoy short breaks from Superbreak which 
include theatre breaks, theme park and attraction breaks and luxury breaks 
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